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IV Easter, John 10:22-30 

 

 

Come Holy Spirit, and enkindle in the hearts of your faithful, the fire of your Love.  Amen. 

 

 

Mother’s Day greetings and good morning! 

 

 

Beyond its secular brand, we mark today, the Fourth Sunday of Easter, as “Good Shepherd 

Sunday,” and our worship companions a “Good Shepherd” collect, the twenty-third psalm, and a 

portion of shepherd-rich Chapter 10 from John’s Gospel.  The three-year cycle of the Lectionary 

divides the first 30 verses of Chapter 10 into roughly equal thirds: on IV Easter in Year A, we 

read John 10:1-10; on the same day in Year B, we read 10:11-18; and in this year, Year C, we 

read verses 22-30. 

 

While, of these pericopes, this Year’s allocation is perhaps the least familiar, Johannine scholar 

Robert Kysar proposes the Evangelist strategically positions this morning’s text at the center of 

the religious leaders’ “tidal wave of [Jesus] opposition,” a wave that will reach its crest when 

Jesus raises Lazarus in the succeeding chapter. i  Following the very specific description of the 

setting – Winter, during the festival of the Dedication, in Jerusalem, in the Temple, in the portico 

of Solomonii – the scene’s action begins in an “atmosphere … tense with ironic circumstance,” 

for “this One who is to replace the temple walks [in] it on the very occasion of … its 

rededication.”iii 

 

The timing of the story in our church calendar – set centrally in the Easter season – embosses the 

irony building in this setting and in the exchange that follows: “How long will you keep us in 

suspense,” those gathered around Jesus ask him.  “If you are the Messiah, tell us plainly.”iv 

 

Jesus responds, “I have told you, [but] you do not believe.”  Further, I have shown you, for “the 

works that I do in my Father’s name testify to me, and [– still –] you do not believe.”v 

 

We in this Resurrection season have even more “evidence” of Jesus’ identity – having heard and 

seen how the Gospel ends – but we still do not behave as though we believe.  For those within 

the story, Kysar suggests, “The request for clarity is[, likewise,] a smoke screen, a pretense for 

an unwillingness … to accept the answer.  [In other words,] ‘Tell us plainly’ can only mean, 

‘Take away the necessity of faith!’”vi 

 

For us on this side of the text, we lodge the same complaint: “Believing is too hard!  The labor of 

faith is too slow!  Jesus, fix this mad world!” 
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Adding irony upon irony, we do not recognize that, with our protest and request, we announce 

our complicity in the very trouble we petition God to reconcile, for, in these days, the 

marketplace stirs our collective madness.  Hiding in plain sight and casting each of us – before 

all else – as a consumer, the market promises us meaning and purpose through the goods and 

affiliations we purchase: 

 

 . do you want your soul stirred?  Fear not, for “Juicy Fruit … is gonna move you … It’s 

 got the taste … the taste that gets right to you … Juicy Fruit: the taste, the taste, the taste, 

 is gonna move ya!”vii 

 

 . do you want a greater connection with your community, a deeper relationship to That 

 Great Beyond that will sustain you in your crisis?  Well, “Like a good neighbor … [State 

 Farm is there]”viii 

 

Captive as we are, we could keep going with these catchy jingles and clever taglines until the 

bright, media messages flash before us like the dystopic “rehabilitation” chamber in A Clockwork 

Orange,ix for the marketplace claims all of society for itself, and subordinates Christianity 

as just another brand – that it’s trick … the marketplace claims all of society for itself, and 

subordinates Christianity as just another brand.  In this environment, the market pressures us 

to regard churchgoing as another consumer experience – we as patrons, and our lay and ordained 

parish leadership as service personnel.  As customers, we bring market-based values to 

congregational membership, and, as long as the service is friendly and the meal timely, we’ll 

leave a tip in the Offertory plate as it passes and keep coming back … but, when we do not see 

the results that we expected, at the time that we commanded, with the effort that we apportioned, 

again we exclaim: “This is too hard!  Jesus, just go ahead and fix it, fix this mad world!” 

 

With the very best of hearts, we congregational leaders unintentionally tighten these market 

shackles by seeking to operate churches as spiritual production companies – T.G.I.McApplebys 

for the soul – working like mad to deliver the most attractive worship products and to provide the 

most meaningful service opportunities, all of which promise to maximize every participant’s 

return on their time and attention investments.  In these pursuits, we leaders become like 

altruistic hamsters running breathlessly an unholy wheelx – C’mon, the Lord is risen, indeed! … 

we need help with the Altar Guild … you should totally join that new committee … No, really, I 

feel super spiritually fulfilled – and we ask the communities we serve to do the same to join us in 

this relentless, ruthless pace … and then we’re surprised when people don’t want to do it! 

 

Thanks be to God, “Good Shepherd Sunday” calls us to exit these endless consumer rotaries!  

Today’s Gospel invites us to claim a different flock and to follow a different a shepherd.  Jesus 

says, “My sheep hear my voice.  I know them, and they follow me.”xi 
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Kysar suggests that with these words Jesus “assaults the fortifications of American activism … 

[offering a] discomforting message [that] may be an important corrective to a radical and 

reductionistic volunteerism,”xii for in this lesson, Jesus emphasizes our being, before our doing.  

Of course, we need volunteers to celebrate our Sunday liturgies and to operate our ministries, 

and we should make those experiences meaningful as possible.  However, those opportunities 

cannot become sticks of tangy chewing gum we advertise to deliver ultimate meaning and 

purpose, like the service-hour counts of high-schoolers working on graduation requirements – 

and, in this context, I guess the “graduation” for which we are working is death. 

 

No: it is God’s action – not ours – that confirms our membership in this flock.  “Our 

[responsibility] is to know who we are as a result of what God has already done for us … The 

belonging[, then] is God’s ownership of us,”xiii not our earned spot on the roster of Jesus’ 

freshman, JV, or varsity team.  Hear the good news of Jesus’ promise: “I give [my sheep] eternal 

life, and they will never perish.  No one will snatch them out of my hand.  What my Father has 

given me is greater than all else [for] The Father and I are one.”xiv 

 

See, God has a hold on us, and will not let us go.  Just as we cannot force God to choose us in a 

marketplace transaction, neither can we prompt God to let loose of us by what we “have done 

[or] left undone.”xv  In this promise, we receive an important permission: rather than maintaining 

more effectively the wrong systems – positioning our churches to compete in a spiritual-products 

marketplace where we are ill-practiced, under-funded, and destined to fail – we can risk stepping 

off that exhausting wheel and leave the market altogether … We don’t want another insurance 

company, we want neighbors!  Real neighbors!  Instead of focusing on our “production” – our 

doing – we enhance the quality of our being by loving one another well.  As God’s beloved, as 

members of God’s one flock, we simply love one another the best we can, and when we love 

well, that love calls us into service, activism, and generosity – a few of the many inevitable fruits 

of the Spirit. 

 

Of course, progress toward this belovedness seems slow and requires a mighty faith, for the 

world’s madness seems quicker than we are, even invincible … Ye Resurrection friends, 

remember, then, what we have heard and seen: 

 

“I am the good shepherd.  I know my own and my own know me, just as the Father knows me 

and I know the Father.  And I lay down my life for the sheep.  I have other sheep that do not 

belong to this fold.  I must bring them also, and they will listen to my voice.  I give them eternal 

life, and they will never perish.  No one will snatch them out of my hand …”xvi  

 

Alleluia!  Christ is risen! 

The Lord is risen, indeed!  Alleluia! 

 

i Kysar, Robert. “John 10:22-30.” Interpretation.  January 1989, p. 66. 
 

ii John 10:22-23. 
 

iii Kysar, 66. 
 

iv John 10:24. 
 

v John 10:25-26a. 
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vi Kysar, 67. 
 

vii This commercial is amazing, the scope of its absurdity even more grand and glorious than I remembered. I had 

forgotten the “Get your skis shined up” opening salvo.  “Buy this gum, and you will be a ski-styling star!” 
 

viii The internet tells me that Barry Manilow wrote the State Farm jingle in 1971.  This seems too awesome to be 

true, but a Weezer cover of the song appeared as bonus track on their 2010 release, Death To False Metal.  Our 

world is a majestic and marvelous place! 
 

ix The “Ludovico Technique” sequence. 
 

xx “… and going nowhere,” I trust the metaphor makes clear. 
 

xi John 10:27. 
 

xii Kysar, 69, 68.  Oof: this is a gut punch.  So often in the Church we seek to solve our problems by “doing” our way 

out of decline.  Parcel to the tendency is how righteous such activism and volunteerism feels!  However, that 

righteousness makes any challenge of those priorities incredibly difficult, for how could anyone not be in favor of 

activism and service?!  I admire Kysar’s courage to name it (written in 1989!). 
 

xiii Kysar, 69. 
 

xiv John 10:28-30. 
 

xv From “Morning Prayer, Rite I” in the Book of Common Prayer, pp. 41-42.  “… we have erred and strayed from 

thy ways like lost sheep … we have left undone those things which we ought to have done, and we have done those 

things which we ought not to have done.” 
 

xvi John 10:14-16a, 28. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJ92qqzutcE
https://www.saturdayeveningpost.com/2018/10/barry-manilow-the-surprise-jingle-hitmaker/

